My Guy: A Gay Mans Guide to a Lasting Relationship

Find and keep Mr. Right.Most single gay
men wish they were in a relationship but
dont recognize that they have set up
obstacles to a happy, long-lasting
connection. My Guy offers a step-by-step
approach that any gay man can use to take
charge of his life, master his flaws through
self-awareness and dedicate himself to
creating a great relationship for himself and
his lover.Dr. Martin Kantor, a psychiatrist
who specializes in gay relationships, shows
readers the benefits of lasting relationships,
and then tells them how to:o Find Mr.
Right and avoid Mr. Wrongo develop a
strong, resilient relationshipo never give up
on love
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Description. xvii, 222 p. 21Before beginning a sexual relationship with another man, its important to consider Dating
can include being vulnerable and stepping out of your comfort zone. Its a chance to connect with other people and form
a lasting connection withEditorial Reviews. Review. Get Closer is a well written book about being in a relationship and
As a gay man, I wanted him to have the very best, rewarding life possible. Ive been rereading a lot . This is a book for
men who are serious about developing a long-term relationship with another man. Because each chapter isBuy a cheap
copy of My Guy: A Gay Mans Guide to a Lasting book by Martin Kantor. Find and keep Mr. single gay men wish they
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and learning to nurture your relationship once youve found him!All about My Guy: A Gay Mans Guide to a Lasting
Relationship by Martin Kantor. LibraryThing is a cataloging and social networking site for booklovers.Buy My Guy: A
Gay Mans Guide to a Lasting Relationship by Martin Kantor (April 01, 2003) by Martin Kantor (ISBN: ) from Amazons
Book Store. Everyday lowKeeping Mr. Right: The Gay Mans Guide to Lasting Relationships .. Together Forever is
every bit the good read as Mr. Kantors My Guy, full of practical tips noBuy Mr Right Is Out There: The Gay Mans
Guide to Finding and Maintaining Love It talks about keeping the sex great in a lasting relationship. I plan to hang on
to this book for when my boyfriend and I break up (I see the end approaching).MY GUY A GAY MAN APOS S
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